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• Ken Dulaney, FREEDM Center
• Anderson Rodrigo de Queiroz, NC Central
• Steve Kalland, NC Cleantech Center
• Autumn Proudlove, NC Cleantech Center
• Isaac Panzarella, NC Cleantech Center



Student Team Members

• Chris Gambino, Public Administration
• Shuchi Liu, Electrical and Computer Engineering
• Yao Meng, Electrical and Computer Engineering
• David Mulcahy, Electrical and Computer Engineering
• Catie McEntee, Electrical and Computer Engineering
• Zachary Small, Agricultural and Resource Economics
• Danny Sodano, Civil, Construction, and Environmental 

Engineering
• Dustin Soutendijk, Civil, Construction, and Environmental 

Engineering
• Lisha Sun, Electrical and Computer Engineering



Data Sharing

• As state employees, team members are subject to public 
records law. 

• Public records law is always in effect; does not vary by 
project

• Information can be protected under a non-disclosure 
agreement (NDA) up to 5 years

• No confidential information should be exchanged prior to 
the execution of the agreement

• Data covered under a NDA will be anonymized to the 
satisfaction of the provider

• I will serve as the point of contact for all NDAs, and Ken 
Dulaney will manage the NDA process



Storage Study Website and Database

• Project website: https://energy.ncsu.edu/storage/
• We are using zotero, an open source citation manager to 

collect and manage references
• Now have a public group that can be accessed online:
• https://www.zotero.org/groups/2115174/nc_storage?toke

n=fd9c0db40d5ef8b14cd212ceeed00a65
• Provides an opportunity to search our database; feel free 

to let us know what we’re missing!

https://energy.ncsu.edu/storage/
https://www.zotero.org/groups/2115174/nc_storage?token=fd9c0db40d5ef8b14cd212ceeed00a65


Proposed Timeline



Discussion Process

June 27th Stakeholder Meeting



DISCUSSION GOAL



DISCUSSION FOCUS

“Based on your table discussion of the presentation, what 
remains as the table's BIGGEST unanswered question?”



DISCUSSION FORMAT

PHASE 1:
Time: ~10 minutes

Who: The table 
What: discuss the detailed methodology presented

Why: to generate one question for presenter
How: through online submission platform

Output: one anonymously submitted question



DISCUSSION FORMAT

PHASE 2:
Time: ~10 minutes

Who: The whole room
What: discussion of anonymously submitted questions

Why: to allow presenter to clarify details
How: reading and responding to submitted questions
Output: more refined and understood research focus



NC Energy Storage Study: 
Cross-Cutting Activities

Joe DeCarolis
Public Stakeholder Meeting

June 27, 2018



Survey Results: 
SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

We are assessing the benefit-cost of storage under a set of future scenarios, 
including but not limited to: IRP case, Expanded RPS, High distributed solar PV 
penetration, Carbon price, High and low natural gas prices. These scenarios will be 
employed consistently across the study domain. 



Survey Results: 
STORAGE COSTS

We are developing a spreadsheet model, with one worksheet for each storage 
technology. We plan to make the resultant cost analysis available at the end of the 
study. 
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Definition of Storage

Energy storage system: a system used to store 
electrical, mechanical, chemical, or thermal 
energy that was once electrical energy, for use in 
a process that contributes to end-user demand 
management or grid operation and reliability.



Storage Technologies to be Considered

Mechanical 
• Flywheels
• Pumped storage
• Compressed Air

Electrochemical 
• Lithium-ion batteries
• Lead-acid batteries
• High T sodium batteries
• Flow batteries

Chemical
• H2 electrolysis + storage 

+ fuel cells

Thermal
• Chilled water
• Ice storage
• Phase change materials
• Water heaters

Electrical 
• Supercapacitors
• Superconducting 

magnetic energy 
storage



Cost Spreadsheet
We are developing a cost spreadsheet to assess storage 
costs. It will include:
• A map showing compatibility between storage 

technologies and grid applications
• A separate worksheet for each storage technology
• Parameters include capital costs, O&M costs, roundtrip 

efficiency, lifetime, and degradation (if applicable)
• Embedded references to data sources from which cost 

and performance data derived
• Will be made publicly available once completed



Cross-Cutting Scenarios
We have an open source energy system model (Temoa) that 
can used to do perform capacity expansion using a self-
consistent framework.

We want to assess the value of storage under different figure 
conditions in 2030:
• Duke IRP 
• Base Projection
• Expanded REPS
• Carbon tax
• High and low natural gas prices
• High deployment of distributed solar PV
• Plugin-vehicle deployment 

– change load shape; curtail demand; bidirectional flow



Case Studies

• We don’t have a single comprehensive model to 
examine all relevant grid services

• Instead, we’re conducting a series of case studies, 
organized by the category of service that storage can 
provide

• Our approach is model these services using a suite of 
different models and datasets, each adapted to answer a 
specific set of questions



Storage Services, Part 1

Generation/Resource Adequacy Services (Anderson 
de Queiroz and Ning Lu)
• Peak Capacity Deferral
• Bulk Energy Time Shifting
• Frequency Regulation
• Reserves (Spinning/Non-Spinning)
• Flexible Ramping
• Synthetic Inertia

Transmission Services (David Mulcahy)
• Transmission Deferral
• Transmission Congestion Relief
• Blackstart



Storage Services, Part 2

Distribution Services (David Lubkeman)
• Voltage Support and Control
• Reliability Enhancement
• Circuit Upgrade or Capacity Deferral

End-User Services (Isaac Panzarella)
• TOU/Energy Management
• Demand Charge Management
• Backup Power
• DER Management
• Power Quality Management



“Based on your table discussion of the presentation, what 
remains as the table's BIGGEST unanswered question?”

TABLE DISCUSSION



Generation/Resource Adequacy

Anderson Rodrigo de Queiroz, Ph.D.
Jeremiah X Johnson, Ph.D.
Joseph F. DeCarolis, Ph.D.



Survey Results

We will examine how the NC grid mix will change over time under a set of harmonized 
scenarios. We will then use the resultant grid mixes to simulate operational dispatch
The overall goal is to evaluate how storage can contribute to peak capacity deferral 
and bulk energy time shifting



Introduction

• The overall goal is to evaluate how storage can contribute to 
Generation/Resource Adequacy, more specifically:
– Peak Capacity Deferral 

• How storage can contribute to                                                                                      
postpone investments in generation

– Bulk Energy Time Shifting
• How storage can contribute to                                                                                      

better economic generation resources



Modeling Approach

• We will run an energy system                                           
optimization model (TEMOA)                                                               
for two purposes: 

- Capacity expansion planning (CEP)                                                      
for the area in analysis under                                               
different scenario configurations

- Operational dispatch considering                                            
system configurations from CEP                                                     
and different deployment of                                                        
storage technologies

https://github.com/TemoaProject

http://temoaproject.org

https://github.com/TemoaProject
http://temoaproject.org/


Modeling Approach (continued)

Cross-cutting 
scenarios … TEMOA run

(Capacity Expansion) …

*Note: the IRP plan is not optimized, 
but simply matches the most recent IRP

Determine 
build out plans 
for the system

…

*No energy storage is 
considered in the initial 

operational dispatch runs

• hourly operations
• operational marginal 

prices [$/MWh]
TEMOA run

(Operational Dispatch)

…
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• Run different storage-
size configurations

• Determine cost-optimal 
build plan for storage

• Minimize operational 
costs with storage

• Calculate change in 
production costs [$/year]

…

Run sensitivities
- Load
- Storage costs
- Storage efficiency



Carolinas

25,606 MW actual demand
26,622 MW forecasted demand

Case Study

• System representation:

• Existing power generators we are exploring datasets with 
representation of individual power plants to build the system 
configuration

• Future generators will be represented and grouped by their 
respective generation class

Power Interchanges



Data Sets

• We will use a combination of data sets from different sources:
Power Generation Data:
– EIA Annual Electric Generator data, form EIA-860
– EIA electric utility data survey, form EIA-923
Electricity Demand Data:
– EIA's U.S. Electric System Operating Data tool 

• The overall goal is to evaluate how storage can contribute to 
peak capacity deferral and bulk energy time shifting

https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia860/
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/
https://www.eia.gov/realtime_grid/#/status?end=20180625T10


“Based on your table discussion of the presentation, what 
remains as the table's BIGGEST unanswered question?”

TABLE DISCUSSION



NC Energy Storage Study:
Frequency Regulation Services

Professor Ning Lu and Yao Meng

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
North Carolina State University

June 27, 2018



Frequency Regulation Survey Results



Frequency Regulation Service
• Frequency Regulation balances generation and load to maintain system 

frequency and tie-line power flows at the scheduled values.
• Time Frame: instantaneous adjustments, from seconds to minutes. 
• Why Energy Storage?

─ Conventional resources have limited ramp rates while energy storage resources 
can provide quick and precise

─ Frequency regulation is a high-value ancillary service



Conventional 
Resource

Average Ramp
Rate

(% of Total 
Capacity Per Min)

Replaced by 1 MW 
Fast Response 

Resources
(Unlimited 
Duration)

Replaced by 1 MW Fast 
Response Resources

(Duration limited to 15 
min)

Hydropower 32.0% 1.72 1.43

Combustion Turbine 20.4% 2.7 2.24

Combined-Cycle 2.0% 27.5 22.84

Steam Turbine 1.9% 28.94 24.04

How Many of Conventional Regulation Resource Could 1 MW of Fast Regulation Replace(Makarov, et al. 2008, Table 6-1,6-
2)

Economic Incentives

• Most ISO/RTOs protect regulation service supplier by compensating the 
opportunity cost of energy when providing ancillary services;

• Federal Energy Regulatory Commission(FERC) enacted FERC Order 755, 
which requires Independent System Operators to develop pay-for-
performance protocols in regulation markets to compensate regulation 
resources based on their actual performance.

• Equivalence to services provided by the generators



Payment Mechanism
• Two-part payments at the regulation market:

– Regulation capacity: the option price to reserve 1 MW of capacity to 
provide regulation in the future, unit $/MWh;

– Regulation mileage: the sum of the absolute values of the regulation 
control signal movements, unit $/∆MW

Massachusetts Energy Storage Initiative Study shows 
that in PJM, 40% of the frequency regulation market is 
now served by advantage storage. Since enabling 
advanced storage in its market, PJM has been able to 
reduce the size of its regulation market by 30%
resulting in significant savings for ratepayers. 

A typical regulation signal



• Orginal regulation signal
• Fast regulation signal: Applying a high-pass filter to the AGC signal. Such 

signals have a fast ramping rate but are designed to have a zero-mean, 
ideal for ESS. Fast regulation has been implemented by PJM and ISO-NE.

Fast Regulation Signals for Energy Storage



• Fast regulation signal: Applying a high-pass filter to the AGC signal. Such signals have a fast ramping rate
but are designed to have a zero-mean, ideal for ESS. Fast regulation has been implemented by PJM and 
ISO-NE.

Fast Regulation Signals for Energy Storage
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Two Types of Services Mechanism
• One directional service: Energy storage system only takes 

“up” signal when discharging, while only taking “down” signal 
when charging

• Two directional service: Energy storage system can take both 
“up” and “down” signal when possible.



Battery Technology Lithium-ion Flywheel

Charging efficiency 0.85 0.95

Discharging efficiency 1 0.95

Self-discharge rate 2-4% per month 2% per hour

Storage price($/KWh) 500 1000

Annual O&M cost 3% of the capital cost 3% of the capital cost

Inputs and Outcomes
• Inputs: ISO/RTO regulation signals, regulation prices, technical parameters 

and cost of the energy storage system
• In our preliminary study, regulation signals and prices downloaded from PJM and 

NY-ISO during June/July/August 2017 are utilized
• Need regulation data and the corresponding cost data from North Carolina 

systems (i.e. Duke Energy)
• Outputs: revenue and performance of the service, lifetime depreciations, 

break-even cost for providing the services, etc.

An example of the Inputs



Preliminary Results



Capacity ($/MWh) Mileage ($/MW)

PJM 10.3008 2.9334

NYISO 10.4915 0.1868

Comparison of Regulation Prices Between ISOs

Average Regulation Service Price in June,2017
(PJM and NYISO )



Assumptions:
1. For one direction service, the battery is fully charged when t=0;
2. For two direction service, the SOC of battery is 50% when t=0, i.e. 4MWh;
3. Annual discount rate is 6%;
4. The flywheel life is simply set as two years longer than battery.
5. To estimate the battery life, a curve of lifetime versus DOD is needed. 
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PJM RegD PJM RegA NY-ISO
1-direction 2-direction 1-direction 2-direction 1-direction 2-direction

Battery

Mileage
(∆MW/MW)

35135 69386 5620.9 10008 16992 49521

Utilization 
rate(%)

50.19% 96.82% 43.11% 67.33% 49.04% 93.83%

Lifetime
(years)

21.19 10.66 47 11.95 24.08 11.12

Flywheel

Mileage
(∆MW/MW) 35034 57410 6370.9 94620 17086 47477

Utilization 
rate(%) 50.56% 79.62% 51.71% 90.26% 50.53% 91.15%

Lifetime
(years)

NA NA NA NA NA NA

Performance Comparison
Approach: use actual regulation signals to make comparisons among different control areas 
when using different types of regulation signals and different energy storage technologies.



Annual Profit when using flywheel and battery for 
providing 1-directional and 2-directional services
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Total Profit in 10 years when using flywheel and battery for 
providing 1-directional and 2-directional services
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“Based on your table discussion of the presentation, what 
remains as the table's BIGGEST unanswered question?”

TABLE DISCUSSION



Transmission Services

David Mulcahy
North Carolina State University

Electrical and Computer Engineering

49



Survey Results: 
TRANSMISSION CONGESTION 

RELIEF



Transmission Congestion Relief

Service: 
• Energy storage can reduce transmission congestion 

during constrained periods

Benefits: 
• Allows cheaper generators to operate more frequently
• Lowers risk of line overloads
• Potential alternative to economic transmission 

investment

ESS Utilization:
• Charges when marginal generator is cheap
• Discharges during congestion period 
• Allows cheaper generators to have higher capacity 

factor 51



Study Methods

52

Develop Supply Curve

• Use unit-level 
generator data from 
public sources

• Assume merit order 
for supply curve

Identify Congestion

• Compare hourly 
generation to merit 
order supply curve

• Identify hours with 
significant deviation 
in commitment from 
merit order

Calculate value

• Calculate avoided 
operational cost 
from storage

• Identify generator 
locations where 
storage has value

Using data-driven statistical approach based on generator capacity and 
operation data without direct-use of network model.



Develop Merit Order Supply Curve

53

Unit-level Generator 
Data

- Fuel type
- Heatrate
- Capacity
- Location

$/
M

W
h

Cumulative Capacity

Example Generator Supply Curve
Public EIA Form Data

• Determine merit order for NC generator by fuel type, heatrate, and 
generation capacity.

• Location of generation allows us to see what areas appear to have 
congestion



Identifying Congestion

54
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Load

Uncongested Example

Congested Example

Hourly Generation 
Data

- Unit ID
- Generation (MW)

• Dispatch that deviates 
significantly from merit order 
dispatch is caused by congestion

• Identify units/areas and time 
periods with congestion

Public EPA Data



Avoided Cost of Congestion

Avoided Cost of Congestion ($)

For hours with congestion:

• Calculate value of storage 
comes from the 
operational cost saved 
by dispatching cheaper 
generators

• Compare to cost of energy 
storage system located 
near constrained 
generators

55



Survey Results: 
TRANSMISSION UPGRADE 

DEFERRAL

56



Transmission Deferral/Avoidance

Service: 
• Energy storage can be an alternative to address reliability issues 

which might otherwise require transmission build out

Benefit : Avoid transmission investment for reliability or economics

ESS Utilization: 
• ESS can be used to supplement reliability or contingency issues

• Enabling non-spinning resources for contingency response
• Avoid congestion during contingency events 
• Reduce element overload

• Can be alternative to economic transmission investment

.
57



Energy Storage as Alternative to 
Transmission

• Transmission investment is driven primarily 
by reliability requirements 

• Transmission expansion is thus system 
specific and difficult to compare from other 
studies beyond simple avoided cost factors

• Therefore, ESS’s value comes as alternative
to otherwise required transmission builds.

58



Compare to Proposed Projects

• Proposed projects can be take from NC Transmission 
Planning Collaborative (NCTPC) and NC IRPs
– NCTPC plan outlines why transmission is required
– Can storage help mitigate any of the current issues?

• Without detailed power flow models or load forecasts, 
limited to simple calculations and determining if energy 
storage has any potential to mitigate reliability issue

• Plan to examine current proposed (one by one) 
projects and evaluate applicability of storage at high 
level and include more qualitative analysis 

59



“Based on your table discussion of the presentation, what 
remains as the table's BIGGEST unanswered question?”

TABLE DISCUSSION



NC Energy Storage Study:
Distribution Services

David Lubkeman
June 27, 2018



Distribution Services

• This category is focused on applications of Energy Storage that 
benefit distribution circuit operation.

• Specific applications being studied:
– Distribution circuit upgrade or capacity deferral
– Voltage support and control (relates to distributed 

generation integration)
– Reliability enhancement

• Possible energy storage locations:
– Substation (Multi-Megawatt)
– Feeder (100s of kW per location)
– Customer Transformer (10s of kW per location)

62



Survey Comments
• Circuit Upgrade/Capacity Deferral

• Voltage Support and Control

• Reliability (Microgrid/Islanding)

63



Distribution Circuit Upgrade Deferral

• Objective: Peak load shaving due to 
distribution load growth to defer an 
investment in circuit upgrade involving:
– Substation Transformer
– Subtransmission Line
– Circuit Feeder

• Business Case:
– Circuit upgrades can require significant 

investments
– If only small capacity/duration increase 

is needed, can use temporary storage 
to defer capacity upgrade

64



Distribution Deferral Methodology
• Modeling Approach

– Power flow modeling of overloaded distribution circuit
– Benefits monetization:

• Avoided cost for transformer or feeder upgrade
• Avoided peak kW and peak energy cost
• Avoided kW losses

– Determine power/energy rating of energy storage and 
location options to mitigate overload

– Cost Benefit Analysis on NPV of deploying storage solution
• Storage Technology Considered: Battery, Water Heater
• Data Set: Utility distribution circuit for a substation and 

associated feeders with historical/projected load data
65



Distribution Voltage Support and Control

• Objective: Utilize real and reactive power dispatch from 
energy storage for voltage issues caused by increased PV 
penetration and other issues 

• Increase PV penetration can results in:
– High circuit voltages due to excessive backfeed
– Voltage flicker due to cloud cover
– Inverter interactions when circuit connection weak with 

respect to size of connected PV
• Business Case:

– Circuit upgrades extremely expensive or not even feasible
– Storage voltage smoothing as an economic option

66



Voltage Methodology

• Modeling Approach
– Power flow model of circuit voltage control
– Benefits monetization:

• Avoided cost of upgrades needed to facilitate interconnection
• Benefits of increasing hosting capacity
• Benefits of improved power quality

– Determine energy storage power rating, control and 
locations to mitigate voltage issues

– Cost Benefit Analysis on NPV of storage solution
• Storage Technology Considered: Battery
• Data Set: Utility distribution feeder model with annual loading 

data
67



Reliability Enhancement

• Objective: Utilize energy storage to restore customer service 
due to a circuit interruption.  Could be used in conjunction 
with circuit reconfiguration to reduce SAIDI and SAIFI 
reliability indices.

• Possible locations include:
– Customer site
– Utility feeder level

• Business Case:
– Alternative to expensive circuit upgrades or automation for 

isolated circuits or rural customers

68



Reliability Methodology
• Modeling Approach

– Reliability model of customers attached to distribution 
circuit

– Benefit monetization:
• Cost of Customer Outage Minutes
• Cost of Customer Interruption
• Cost of Crew Response

– Determine power/energy storage size and locations to 
mitigate poor reliability

– Cost Benefit Analysis on NPV of deploying storage
• Storage Technology Considered: Battery
• Data Set: Utility distribution circuit for a feeder with historical 

reliability data 69



Distribution Study Comments

• Distribution-located storage will capture value streams that 
will be specific to circuits where energy storage is located.

• Will need to check what constraints at the distribution level 
may limit system level applications.

70



“Based on your table discussion of the presentation, what 
remains as the table's BIGGEST unanswered question?”

TABLE DISCUSSION



NC Energy Storage Study

- End-User Services-

Stakeholder Meeting
June 26, 2018



End-User Services from Energy Storage
Time-of-Use/Energy Management:

What is the viability of industrial or commercial sited storage 
deployed to manage utility costs under existing or new tariffs?

Demand Charge Management:
Is there potential for cost effective utility customer demand response 
programs for energy storage?

Backup Power:
What is the value of energy storage for uninterruptible power or 
voltage regulation in critical power applications?

Distributed Energy Resource Management:
Is there monetizable value from the use of storage with customer 
owned distributed resources to provide output shifting or 
smoothing?



Comparison of Energy Storage to other 
End-User Technologies

Characteristic Energy 
Storage

Energy 
Efficiency

Operation & 
Controls

Peak 
Shaving 

Generator

Renewable
Generation

Typical Applications
Battery, 

Flywheel, 
Thermal

VFDs, 
Compressor
s, Chillers

Energy mgmt, 
IoT

Diesel or 
Nat. Gas 
Generator

Solar PV, 
thermal, 
biogas 

Annual Capacity 
Factor 2% - 30% 60-100% 100% 2-3% 16-20%

Size Range 50 kW – 2 
MW varies varies 100 kW –

20 MW varies

Footprint Required 160 sf existing existing 320 sf+ 100 sf for 1
kW

Capital Cost, $/kW $ 1,200
varies

(eg chiller, 
$300/T) 

varies $ 700 –
$ 600 $ 3,000-5,000

Incremental O&M 
Cost, $/kW/year

5-10 yr
replacement $ 0 varies depends on 

contract n/a



Survey Response:  Time-of-Use/Energy Management

Q5.1 - The team is investigating the use of storage owned by commercial and 
industrial facilities to manage their energy demand with an objective of 
reducing peak monthly demand. This will involve an analysis of utility bill 
savings under time-of-use and coincident peak rates and determine the 
cost/benefit of this strategy. 



Survey Response:  Demand Charge Management

Q5.3 - This component of the study will look at customer owned storage 
performance specifically under a utility demand or reduction incentive 
program. The objective here is to determine incentive levels that will yield 
mutual benefits comparable to those under existing utility programs in NC and 
other states.



Survey Response:  
Backup Power/Power Quality Management

Q5.5 - This area of the study will study the potential use of energy storage 
technologies to replace or augment traditional backup power strategies such as 
diesel generators.  It is difficult to place a cost on energy resilience provided by 
on-site energy systems, including energy storage, and stakeholder input will be 
essential to determining how to value this service.



Survey Response: 
Distributed Energy Resource Management

Q5.7 - The potential customer owned-storage in conjunction with distributed 
energy resources, including renewable energy generation, to be interactive with 
the utility will be investigated.  Scenarios will include shifting of PV output to 
peak times, as well as smoothing of PV output.



Survey Takeways: End-User Services

• Stakeholders interested in being consulted during study 
process industrial ratepayers, utilities, renewable 
companies and transportation

• Need to consider benefits to the end-user along with 
utility and ratepayer impacts.  Eg. 

• Results... Goal is to get close to a monetary value on 
each application, but they won’t always be comparable



Study Approach: Time-of-Use/Energy Management

Application:  Energy Storage deployed by commercial and 
industrial facilities to manage their energy 
demand with an objective of reducing peak 
monthly demand. 

Technologies:  Thermal, Flywheel, Battery 
Approach:  This will involve an analysis of utility bill 

savings under time-of-use and coincident peak 
rates and determine the cost/benefit of this 
strategy.

Data Sets:  Load Profiles, Utility Tariffs, Cost Data
Output:  Estimated Cost / Simple Payback Comparison of 

Different Technologies, Estimated Potential
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Study Approach: Demand Charge Management

Application: Energy Storage deployed by commercial and 
industrial facilities to manage their energy 
demand with an objective of reducing peak 
monthly demand. 

Technologies:  Thermal, Flywheel, Battery 
Approach:  Develop cost effectiveness tests for existing 

demand side management programs 
Data Sets:  Existing DSM program design and 

performance
Output:  Cost effectiveness of energy storage vs 

conventional DSM using Total Resource Cost, 
Participant Cost Test and Ratepayer Impact Test



Example Savings from a 100 kW System
Characteristic Chiller Energy Storage Peak Generation

Typical Applications Chillers 1000T
reduce 0.1 kW/T

Battery 
(100 kW for 3 hrs) Diesel Generator

Annual Capacity Factor 60-100% 3% 2.5%

Monthly Coincident Peak
Reduction, kW

0, winter
100, summer 100 100

Monthly Peak Demand Reduction, 
kW 100 100 0

(limited run)

Energy Savings, kWh/yr 525,600 - 876,000 0 21,900

Estimated Capital Cost, $ $ 300,000 $ 136,500 0-$70,000

Annual Savings, $ $42,929 - $63,405 $ 21,794 $ 25,366

Simple Payback, years 6.8 6.3 3-4



Study Approach: Backup Power

Application:  Use of energy storage technologies to 
replace or augment traditional backup power 
strategies such as diesel generators.

Technologies:  Storage and Flow Batteries
Approach:  Estimate impact of outages on critical power 

applications, 
Data Sets:  Solar resource, system costs
Output:  Identify key sectors or facilities where energy 

storage is applicable.  Difficult to put a $ value 
on this.



Study Approach: 
Distributed Energy Resource Management

Application:  Customer owned-storage operating in 
conjunction with distributed energy 
resources, including renewable energy 
generation, to be interactive with the utility 
will be investigated. 

Technologies:  Battery+Solar PV
Approach:  Evaluate scenarios including shifting of PV 

output to peak times and output smoothing 
Data Sets:  Solar resource, system costs
Output:  Estimation of value streams from energy storage 

for DER management



“Based on your table discussion of the presentation, what 
remains as the table's BIGGEST unanswered question?”

TABLE DISCUSSION



Current Policy and Potential Options

Christopher Galik, Ph.D.
Department of Public Administration

School of Public and International Affairs
North Carolina State University



Questionnaire Feedback

“We will review current policies affecting or potentially affecting 
storage in NC. We will also review policies that have been 
implemented in other states to govern, regulate, or encourage 
the deployment of storage.”



Draft Approach

1. What is the regulatory structure that governs storage in NC? 
• Analysis, R&D, and Market Support: Pertains to efforts to support 

technical development and deployment.
• Planning and Access: Utility planning processes and/or the rules affecting 

access to everything from data to state or wholesale markets. 
• Business Models and Rate Reform: How utilities are regulated or operate, 

including rate design.
• Mandates: Minimum deployment targets or performance standards.
• Process and Approvals: The regulatory process for the deployment of 

storage (e.g., interconnection standards, compensation rules).
• Incentives and Financing: Funding to defray the cost of, or provide an 

increased benefit for, the deployment of storage.
• Utility-Driven Deployment: Utility-led programs to purchase or fund 

storage. 



Draft Approach

2. What changes are possible to maximize value of storage to 
NC consumers?

• What has been done in other states?
• What has been proposed in previous analyses, reports, or proceedings?



Draft Approach

3. Among the list of possible policy changes, what are the 
associated implications for storage in NC?

• Identify barriers and opportunities based on team analysis of costs and 
benefits of storage potential;

• Assess policy options with the potential to address barriers or otherwise 
facilitate deployment for the purposes of maximizing value to NC 
consumers.



Timeline

• May/June
– Develop overview of research approach and share overview at June 

stakeholder meeting;
– Begin documentation of regulatory context, including key statutes, 

orders, and regulations;
– Begin assessment of other state policies, etc.

• July
– Continue analysis of NC regulatory structure, scope stakeholder 

opinions;
– Complete catalog of other state policies, etc.;

• August+
– Share NC regulatory overview/state policy table with stakeholders;
– Begin analysis of potential policy options.



“Based on your table discussion of the presentation, what 
remains as the table's BIGGEST unanswered question?”

TABLE DISCUSSION
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